Rules for the
2005 Human Powered Vehicle Competition
Sponsored by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Appendix 2: Entry Registration Form

Preliminary Entry Due: February 4, 2005
Final Entry Due: February 25, 2005

Complete one form for EACH vehicle entered (photocopy if necessary)

Please indicate if this form is for (1) Preliminary Entry _____
(2) Final Entry _____

(Completed form can be copied for final entry, with changes made as required.)

Competition Location: __________________________________________

School: _______________________________________________________

Vehicle Name: _________________________________________________

Vehicle Classification:
[ ] Single Rider Vehicle
[ ] Multi-rider Vehicle (Number of riders ______)
[ ] Utility Vehicle
[ ] Dual Entry (check here and appropriate two boxes)

HPV Team Leader or Point of Contact: ____________________________

e-mail Address: _______________________________________________

Mailing Address ______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________

City: ______________  State: _____  zip: ______________

Phone: Day: ______________  Evening: ______________

Please include $50.00 non-refundable deposit with your preliminary entry for each vehicle and the balance of fees due with the final entry. The preliminary entry deposit will be returned or applied toward accepted entries in the event that an overall limitation in number of vehicles prevents the acceptance of this entry.

Please make checks payable to: University of Alabama ASME
Jamie Waters
HPV Competition Coordinator
Box 870276; Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0276